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TAG List

Which actions on the list does  
this analysis apply to?  

1.  Density Incentives (Actions A1 and A2) 

2.  Review/Recalibrate MFTE program (Action B1) 

3.  Housing Type Flexibility (Action A4) 

4.  Reduce Construction Costs (Actions A10,  A13,  A14,  A15,  
A18.) 



Offsetting Financial Incentives
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Section III: Optimizing the Effectiveness of Incentives for Inclusionary Development

Incentives are required to accompany IZ in most settings 
to ensure the desired development and avoid adverse 
effects in the market. They key question is: what type and 
mix of incentives makes most sense? The answer is that 
it depends on local market (and submarket) conditions 
and development product type, as summarized in 
Section I. The value of incentives will also need to reflect 
the costs (in lost economic value) of the affordability 
set aside and income targeting goals, as discussed in 
Section II. 

Local communities have four primary incentives available 
to encourage multifamily development, any and all of 
which can complement an inclusionary zoning program. 
These incentives are detailed in the table at right.

To understand how developers would respond to incentives given a particular 
construction type (stacked flat, four over one, and residential tower) and local market 
conditions (rent/purchase price, construction costs, land prices, etc.), we used building 
prototypes and pro formas to standardize the financial analysis. To aid in conducting 
sensitivity analysis, we used computer algorithms to run many pro forma permutations.

Incentive Description Examples

Direct development 
subsidies

One-time funds that defray 
construction related costs

Land write downs, grants, low- 
or no-interest loans

Tax abatements 
or other operating 

subsidies

 

Regular payments or operating 
cost reductions

Property tax abatements are the 
most common form of operating 
subsidy

Reduced parking 
requirements

Allow developers to provide 
fewer parking stalls than would 
otherwise be required

Exempt affordable units from 
parking requirements

Density bonuses Allow developers to build 
larger buildings than otherwise 
allowed

Increase allowable height or 
floor area ratio in exchange for 
the provision of affordable units
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Direct Subsidies 

Operating Subsidies 

Reduced Parking 

Density Bonus 

Cost-
oriented 

Revenue-
oriented 

Construction 
-oriented 

Operations 
-oriented 



Process

§  Use TAG Subgroup
§  Vet development assumptions (current 

underwriting conditions)
§  Preliminary: Run “Pencil-Out” model to get 

“best case” numbers for actions

§  Refined: Use “Multiforma” tool to calibrate 
actions given zoning and building code 
dynamics
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Questions we ask

§  Is the project feasible under current conditions?
§  Is there value in using incentives?
§  What is the impact of specific affordability tools?
§  Can those tools be tailored to fit conditions?
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Residual Land Value

RLV = Developer Maximum Land Budget 

Given a set of capital, construction, operating costs, and revenue assumptions 

$ 



Building Prototypes

Mid-Rise 
Residential Tower 

Mixed-Use Podium 
(e.g., 4 over 1) 



Initial Screen with Pencil-Out Model
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Existing Density Bonus System
Podium Mid-Rise Tower 

Base FAR 1.0 2.0 

Bonus 3.0 3.0 

Max FAR 4.0 5.0 

Policy Baseline
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FAR calculations exclude parking and mechanical

Results:  
Bel-Red: ~89 affordable units created since 2009 



Baseline Incentive Zoning Policy

§  22% of density bonus sqft at 80% AMI (1:4.6 
ratio)

§   Affordable for 50 years
§  Example

– AMI = $90,000
– Market Rent for 1 bedroom = $2,000

– Affordable Rent for 1 bedroom = $1,300 

Policy Baseline
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Baseline MFTE Policy
§  12 year property tax exemption in exchange for 

20% of units set aside as affordable. 
§   Affordability level depends on location. Bel-Red: 

– 10% of units for 50% AMI or below

– 10% of units for 70% AMI or below

– Any unit <300 Sf must be affordable to 45% AMI or 
below

Policy Baseline
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Results:  
0 affordable units created since 2015 
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Context
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ADUs - Context
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